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Whitehaven 122cm 3 Blade DC Fan and Light in Brushed
Chrome/Koa

DESCRIPTION

The Whitehaven Fan with its innovative DC technology has ABS blades, making
it perfect for use within the interior of your home, or used under a pergola.
Complete with high volume air-movement and silent operation, the
Whitehaven Ceiling Fan will make a modern, statement to any home.

Available in white, black and brushed chrome with koa blades, and with or
without light.

DC Motor - Efficient, Cost Saving, and Quiet

The most energy-efficient ceiling fans on the market right now are DC or direct
current, fans. The key to their improved airflow and low energy consumption is
their motor, which also helps you save money on your electricity bill. Since the
motor is small and light, DC ceiling fans have sleek designs that fit better in
your interiors and cost just one cent an hour to run. Additionally, they are
silent in operation, making them ideal for private spaces in your house like the
bedroom. You have a lot of versatility with the speed settings of DC fans,
which range from a light breeze to an extremely intense airflow.

Remote Control

6-speed remote control with timer function and natural wind mode included.

Integrated Light

Included is a GX53 globe with 3 step dimmable warm white LED light.

Coastal Rating

Suitable for indoor, alfresco, and coastal areas provided the fan is fully
undercover, protected from water, wind, dust, and salt, with a minimum of 1
wall.

Recommended Room Size

For rooms up to 3m x 3m, we recommend a 122cm fan.

2-Year In-Home + 7-Year Motor Replacement Warranty

We provide a 2-year in-home warranty and a 7-year motor replacement
warranty on all hard-wired Lucci or Fanaway fans. Plus, if you have your fan
purchased or installed by a Beacon Lighting Trade member, we’ll extend your
in-home warranty on the nominated Lucci or Fanaway fan for an extra 1 year,
which means you’ll enjoy a 3-year in-home warranty.

SPECIFICATIONS

SKU 213076
Brand Lucci Air
Weight (kg) 3.7
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Product Type Fans
Height (mm) 310
Fan Speed 6 speed remote control
Globe Included Yes
Suitability Coastal
Width (mm) 1220
Airflow 117m3/min
Lumens 1800
Kelvins 3000K
Dimmable 3 Step
Remote Control Included
Globe Quantity 1
Globe Type GX53
Wattage Max 18W
Voltage 240V
Extension Rod 210555
No Of Blades 3
Reversible Yes
Fan Motor Wattage 35
Blade Pitch 12 degrees
Poles 12
Ceiling Pitch 15 degrees
Fan Blade Type ABS
Current DC
Standard Ceiling Drop 300mm
Efficacy 100
Decibels 0
Rpm 0
Location Coastal
Colour/Finish Natural, Silver
Style Modern, Naturals


